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Since the first introduction of matrix-assisted laser desorption / ionization (MALDI) 
in 1988, it has become one of the most important mass spectrometry methods for 
analysis of biomolecules. Because of the pulse-nature of the MALDI method, it is 
typically coupled to time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer. MALDI-TOFMS can 
also produce structurally important information by using post-source-decay (PSD) 
analysis. PSD analysis relies on the analysis of metastable decay fragments of a 
pre-selected ion using a series of spectra obtained with different reflection mirror 
potentials when a dual-stage reflectron is used. Intrinsically, PSD is a relatively 
low-sensitivity method and is amendable for molecules which can easily undergo 
metastable dissociation under typical MALDI conditions. 
In the project, a home-built collision cell was introduced into our MALDI-TOFMS 
and the dual-stage reflectron was replaced with a curved-field reflectron to improve 
the efficiency of a MALDI-TOF instrument for structural analysis. In the design of 
collision cell, three geometries of collision cells were tested and the field-sharped 
cylindrical collision cell has the best performance. In the design of curved-field 
reflectron, analytical equations were used to investigate temporal focusing properties 
of curved-field reflectron. The method has the advantage of locating the temporal 
focal points of precursor ions and fragment ions with minimum simulation time. 
Theoretically, curved-field reflectron should be able to reflect parent ions and 
daughter ions simultaneously without the necessity of stepping down the reflection 
voltage. However, our preliminary results indicated that the new curved-field 
reflectron could only reflect a certain range of masses. It was realized that the origin 
of this limitation lies on the lateral dispersion of ions of different kinetic energies. 
With an off-axial detector with limited active area, only a fraction of the 
fragment/precursor ions could be reflected at a time. To resolve this situation, a 
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1.1 Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) 
1.1.1 Laser Desorption 
The use of laser photons to assist desorption and ionization of involatile and thermal 
liable compounds can be traced back to early 1970's.'"^. Lasers emitting photons of 
various wavelengths, ranging from vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) up to infrared (IR), 
have been used in mass spectrometry. Both continuous and pulsed lasers have also 
been used. Depending on the wavelength of the laser and the duration of the laser 
pulse, different mechanisms of desorption/ionization have been postulated. Pulsed 
lasers have generally been found to be more useful in desorption and ionization of 
organic molecules. The absorption coefficient of the analyte molecules at the 
wavelength of the laser photons has been found to influence the success of the laser 
desorption measurement. For samples with little or no absorption at the laser 
wavelength, extensive fragmentation of the analyte molecules usually occurs. Intact 
molecular ions larger than 700 Daltons could not normally be observed. For samples 
with high absorption coefficient at the wavelength of the laser, intact molecule ions as 
large as 1,000 Daltons could be observed under suitable laser fluence. A l l attempts to 
analyze larger molecules (>2,000 Daltons) failed under direct laser desorption 
conditions. 
1.1.2 Matrix-assisted Laser Desorption/ionization 
Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry was first introduced in 
1988.6’7 It is now one of the powerful analytical techniques for analysis of 
biomolecular including oligonucleotides,^ carbohydrates, '^^ ® and proteins," In 
comparison to the common methods used in biomedical sciences for measuring 
molecular weight, i.e. sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
(SDS-PAGE)，12,i3 the MALDI method offers several advantages, such as shorter 
2 
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analysis time, higher sensitivity and precision of measurement. Although the 
accessible mass range of MALDI method remains inferior to SDS-PAGE, protein 
molecules with masses up to several hundred kiloDalton"’'，have been successfully 
analyzed at picomole to femtomole Ievel.i6’i7’i8’i9 
The main difference between conventional laser desorption methods and MALDI 
technique is the use of the "matrix" materials. In MALDI, the sample is normally 
mixed with a solution of liquid or solid matrix in a molar ratio of analyte-to-matrix in 
the range of 1:100-l:50，000.20’2i’22’23’24’25 丁卜已 roles o f the matrix in the desorption and 
ion formation processes have been widely discussed.^ '^^ '^^ '^^ ^ It is a general consensus 
that it absorbs laser irradiation and leads to the breakup of a microvolume of the solid 
materials. Besides, it prevents association or aggregation among sample molecules. It 
has been postulated that potential matrix materials should have the following 
p r o p e r t i e s : 3 0 , 3 1 ’32,33,34’35 (a) should have a reasonable high molar extinction 
coefficient at the wavelength of the laser; (b) it should dissolve in solvent(s) that is/are 
miscible with that of analyte solution; (c) it should have relatively low heat of 
sublimation, good vacuum stability and low reactivity with the analyte molecules. In 
order to be an efficient matrix, it must also be able to generate a high yield of ions 
from the desorbed analyte molecules^^. Even though many studies have been 
conducted on the properties of the matrix materials, discovery of new and effective 
matrices is still acquired by trial and error method. The structures of commonly used 
matrices in MALDI are shown in Figure 1.1.1. 
Many invest igat ions^^ '^have been focused on the study of the process(es) of 
desorption and ionization under MALDI conditions. Different hypotheses have been 
developed to explain different aspects of the MALDI processes. In the "cool plume 
model”，4i,42 the scenario about the heating and phase transition by laser energy was 
outlined. After photo energy is deposited onto the matrix, the surface temperature is 
elevated above the sublimation temperature of the matrix. The matrix molecules are 
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Figure 1.1.1 Structures of common matrices in MALDI. 
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embedded analyte molecules are desorbed together. Similarly, the "pressure pulse 
model’，43 proposed the development of a pressure gradient along the depth of the solid 
sample through the absorption of the penetrating laser photons. As the pressure 
exceeds some critical values, the surface layer ruptures. Such molecular expansion 
desorbs the embedded analyte molecules. In the "Desorption Induced by Electronic 
Transition" (DIET) model,44’45 the absorbate (matrix) is excited by photons 
electronically leading to an anti-bonding state or ionized state. As it is a 
non-equilibrium process, the excited states are usually in repulsive range of 
interaction potential. Then, the excited particle wil l experience a repulsion field and 
leave the surface with some kinetic energies. 
To explain the low degree of fragmentation for the analyte molecules, it was proposed 
that there is a "bottleneck" in which energy transfer between the "hot" matrix 
molecules and the "cold" analyte molecules is exceptional slow. The homogeneous 
bottleneck (HB) model"^ ^ proposed that such inefficient energy redistribution was 
caused by the structural mismatch between the matrix and analyte molecules. Since 
the desorbed analyte molecules remain internally cold and are therefore not prompt to 
decomposition. This HB model is further supported by classical molecular dynamics 
simulation and kinetic models"^ .^ In the simulation, the analyte molecules/ions were 
found to have considerately lower temperature than the solid surface provided that the 
surface heating or sublimation rate is fast enough. In addition, it is also believed that 
the expansion of the desorption plume might actually cool the plume to very low 
temperature, i.e. < 200 K. Such cooling effect might further stabilize the entrained 
biomolecular ion against decomposition. 
From the experiments with molecular thermometer, the possibility of having thermal 
ionization was eliminated. The generally accepted channel of molecular ion formation 
is chemical in nature, such as proton transfer and adduct-ions formation. Gimon and 
co-worker have suggested^ that the formation of analyte ions results from 
proton-transfer reactions between the electronically excited matrix molecule and the 
5 
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co-desorbed analyte molecules. Since matrix materials with and without acidic groups 
were reported effective for MALDI experiments, simple acid-base reaction between 
matrix and analyte could not be used to explain the ionization process(es) under 
MALDI conditions. Proton-transfer reactions between analyte and electronically (for 
UV-laser) or ro-vibrationally (for IR-laser) excited matrix molecules appear to be 
more promising in explaining ionization process(es) in MALDI. 
1.2 Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometry (TOFMS) 
The principle of TOFMS is simple. It separates ions of different mass-to-charge ratios 
based on their respective time-of-flights through the mass spectrometer. The resolving 
power of time-of-flight is limited but it is still very popular and universal.48’49 Apart 
from simple instrumentation, there are many advantages over other mass analyzers. 
First the operation is simple and the analysis time is short (in microseconds). Second, 
it has theoretically unlimited mass range. Third, its transmission efficiency and hence 
the sensitivity is high. Useful spectra can be obtained with very low sample 
consumption (i.e. fmol to atomol range). Finally, the instrument is relatively 
inexpensive. 
1.2.1 Linear Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometry 
A time-of-flight mass spectrometer measures the mass-dependent time for the ions of 
different mass-to-charge ratios to move from the ion source to the detector (Figure 
1.2.1.). This requires a well-defined start time. Therefore, ions are either formed by a 
pulsed ionization method (e.g. matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization, or MALDI), 
or extracted by a rapid electric field switching to release the ions from the ion source 
within a very short time. 
The kinetic energy (KE) of an ion leaving the ion source is given by: 
6 
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KE = zeV = ^mv ' (1.2.1) 
where z is the number of charge of the ion, e is the unit electronic charge, V is the 
acceleration voltage in the ion source, m is mass of the ion, and v is velocity of the ion 
after leaving the ion source. The flight time (t) of an ion from the ion source to the 
detector is: 
t = - (1.2.2) 
V 
where L is the length of flight tube of the mass spectrometer. Substituting equation 
(1.2.2) into equation (1.2.1), the relationship between flight time (t) and 
mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of the ion is given: 
t = (1.2.3) 
M e 2V ^ 
Using equation 1.2.1-1.2.3, the mass of an ion from its flight time in the mass 
spectrometer can be determined. 
1.2.2 Reflectron Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometer 
Reflectron (or ion mirror) was first introduced by Mamyrin^® to improve mass 
resolution in time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Since then, numerous development of 
reflections have been made for the purpose of enhancing energy focusing power. 
Reflectron is a time-compensating device, which corrects the time dispersion due to 
the initial kinetic energy distribution of the ions. It compensates the initial energy 
spread by adjusting the length of flight path for ions of different kinetic energies: high 
energy ions can penetrate deeper into the reflectron and spend more time in the 
reflectron than the low energy ions. However, in the drift region the high energy ions 
spend less flight time than the low energy ion, so high and low energy ions may reach 
the detector at the same time and resulting in higher time resolution. 
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Figure 1.2.1 Schematic diagram of linear (a) and reflectron (b) TOFMS. 
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comprises of a series of metallic ring elements with or without grids. Different 
resistors are connected between adjacent ring elements to generate desired potential 
on the reflectron. The last electrode is usually loaded with a voltage that is slightly 
higher than the ion initial acceleration voltage. 
The reflectron can also be classified according to the shape of electric field inside the 
reflectron: one is the linear-field and nonlinear-field reflectron. Linear-field and 
nonlinear-field refer to the electric field along the axis of the reflectron or the depth of 
the reflectron. For the linear-field reflectron, it can be further subdivided into 
single-stage and dual-stage^' reflectron. Among different types of nonlinear-field 
reflectron, quadratic-field^^'^^ and curved-field reflectron^'* are widely used in the 
time-of-flight mass spectrometry. 
1.2.2.1 Linear-field Reflectron 
The single-stage reflectron is the simplest type of ion reflectron. A homogeneous 
reflecting electrostatic field is created between two parallel flat grids. The first grid 
constitutes the entrance of the ion mirror, and the second the end. A detector is usually 
places behind the reflectron for linear time-of-flight experiments when the reflectron 
is grounded. In order to improve the homogeneity of the field in the reflectron a 
number of equally spaced ring electrodes are usually placed between the end and the 
first electrodes, connected by a chain of equal value resistors. Mass measurement in a 
single-stage ion reflectron is obtained by applying the following equation: 
- = {at + bf (1.2.4) 
q 
where t is the time-of-flight, m and q are the mass and charge of the ion, respectively, 
a and b are calibration constants that depend on instrument dimensions. In practice, a 
and b are determined experimentally using the flight times of two or more calibrant 
ions in a mass spectrum. 
9 
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The mass resolution that can be obtained using this type of mass spectrometer is 
limited by the temporal width of the initial ion pulse from the ion source, and the • 
initial kinetic energy distribution of the ions, as it only corrects to the first order of 
approximation for the initial velocity spread: 
/「 r w 一 
/ = — 2+ — +.…… (1.2.5) 
� L �� _ 
where t is the time-of-flight, vo is the initial velocity of the ions and 5 is a deviation in 
the initial velocity. 
In a two-stage reflectron, two separate homogeneous field regions, of different 
potential gradient, are utilized. A schematic diagram demonstrating the use of 
two-stage ion reflectron is shown in Figure 1.2.2. By choosing mirror voltages and 
dimensions to match the lengths of the field-free region, it has been shown that it is 
possible to solve Equation 1.2.5 to the second order of approximation.^。’⑴’^ 12 jhe 
geometry is particularly useful for analyzing ion beams with broad kinetic energy 
distributions. 
Using the conventional linear-field reflectron, flight time dispersion for ions of the 
same mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio but slightly different kinetic energies can be 
minimized. However, this type of reflectron time-of-flight instrument has limited 
capability in acquiring structural information by measuring fragment ions derived 
from metastable dissociation (or the so-called post-source decay) or collision-induced 
dissociation of a time-gated precursor ion. Using a single-stage linear reflectron, all 
fragment ions can, in principle, be detected simultaneously together with the residual 
precursor ions. Because of the large dispersion of kinetic energy, fragment ions of 
different m/z values are however focused at different temporal positions. Using a 
point detector, only one particular m/z ion can be time-focused. This leads a 
significant deterioration of the spectral resolution. One practical solution involves the 
use of two-stage reflectron mirror. By systematically reducing the reflectron voltage, 
the time-focusing position for fragment ions of different m/z value can be shifted to 
10 
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Figure 1.2.2 Schematic diagram of two-stage reflectron. 
Vi —Applied potential to create first homogeneous field region. 
V2 —Applied potential to create second homogeneous field region. 
Li ——Length of first potential gradient of ion mirror. 
L2 —Length of second potential gradient of ion mirror. 
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the same location, i.e. at the reflectron detector. This enables the acquisition of 
high-resolution product ion spectrum. However, this method suffers from long 
acquisition time and low sensitivity. This method also requires tedious mass 
calibration procedure. 
1.2.2.2 Nonlinear-field Reflectron 
The "ideal" reflectron is one in which the equipotential lines along the central axis 
follow a square root law (Equation 1.2.6), that is a quadratic-field reflectron"^, and 
the property of this reflectron is that flight time (t) of an ion is independent of its 
kinetic energy to infinite order (Equation 1.2.7): 
V = ax^ (1.2.6) 
t = C + (1.2.7) 
where V is the potential along the central axis, a is the slope of the quadratic field, x is 
the distance into the reflectron from its entrance, C is a constant and m is mass of the 
ion. Since quadratic field reflectron focuses the ions at the entrance and exit of the 
reflectron, there is no drift space ' f rom the ion source to the detector. This imposes a 
practical problem in other accessories, such as mounting collision cell and time ion 
selector within the spectrometer. A system including two ion mirrors'^^ may be a 
solution to this problem. In such a system, the first reflectron is a linear-field 
reflectron, which provides the temporal focus necessary for the second quadratic-field 
reflectron. The collision cell as well as the detector is mounted at the entrance and the 
exit of the second reflectron. 
Another type of nonlinear-field reflectron is curved-field reflectron (CFR) proposed 
by Cotter's group, which offers a superior mean to focus product ions and parent ions 
simultaneously as compared to the linear-field reflectron (LFR).^'^'^'^'''® In a TOF 
equipped with a CFR, fragment ions and precursor ions in PSD and CID analysis are 
12 
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time-focused at nearby positions in the field-free region, so that product ions and 
precursor ions can be detected simultaneously with reasonable resolution using a 
point detector. There is no need to mount the collision cell and the detector at the 
entrance and exit of the reflectron. 
1.3 Structural Analysis Using Time-of-flight Mass 
Spectrometry 
MALDI-TOFMS can also provide the structural information of biomolecules (protein, 
peptide，57’58 oligonucleotides,^^ oligosaccharides^®'^^and conjugates^"^ etc.) by 
using post-source decay (PSD) analysis.65’66’67’68，69 term post-source decay refers 
to the fragmentation of molecular ions during their flight time before the ion reached 
the detector of the mass spectrometer (Figure 1.3.1.). Ions are formed and accelerated 
in the ion source. After leaving the ion source, all ions have the same kinetic energy, 
most of them are still unfragmented precursor molecular ions and they have already 
acquired sufficient internal energy by various means (gas-phase collisions, laser 
irradiation, thermal mechanisms, etc.). During their flight through the field-free drift 
region some of the ions undergo unimolecular dissociation into product ions. The 
product ions have basically the same velocity as their precursors, but differ in their 
kinetic energies depending on the product ion mass: 
(1.3.1) 
p 
where mf and Ef are mass and kinetic energy of product ions respectively, nip and Ep 
are mass and kinetic energy of precursor ions respectively. 
Since the product ions and precursor ions have the same velocity, they wi l l spend the 
same flight time passing through the flight tube in the linear TOFMS. As a result, the 
linear TOFMS cannot differentiate the product ions and precursor ions based on their 
flight times. In the case of the reflectron TOFMS, the product ions and precursor ions 
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Figure 1.3.1 Principle of PSD analysis in MALDI-TOFMS. 
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have different mass-dependent kinetic energy, and wil l be reflected in the reflectron at 
different depths and thus have different mass-dependent overall flight times through 
the instrument. 
In typical PSD experiments, a complete product ion spectrum has to be acquired in 
several steps i f a two-stage linear-field reflection is employed. For a typical two-stage 
linear-field reflectron, only product ions with kinetic energy close to the precursor 
ions can be reflected back to the reflectron detector. In order to mass analyze the low 
kinetic energy product ions (i.e. low mass product ions), multiple spectra have to be 
acquired with the reflectron voltages being reduced successively. Finally, segments of 
these spectra wil l be concatenated by the software and mass ca l ibrated/�This method 
of fragment ion detection is not unique to MALDI analysis and has been employed 
earlier in PDMS and SIMS studies for metastable 
In addition to the linear-field reflectron/^ some kinds of nonlinear-field reflectron^"^ 
such as quadratic-field reflectron and curved-field reflectron?，have also been used for 
PSD analysis. These nonlinear-field reflectron allows the acquisition of all metastable 
ions in one spectrum without the need for stepping down the reflection voltage. 
Post-source decay analysis has some intrinsic limitations, such as low fragmentation 
efficiency, long acquisition time and high detection limit. For instance, some analytes 
may not dissociate into fragments during their flight times under MALDI conditions, 
hundreds of laser shots are therefore needed to co-added to obtain good intensity of 
the peaks for the product ions. The amount of sample required in a typical PSD 
analysis is substantially more than that of other tandem mass spectrometry methods. 
Regarding to the fragmentation efficiency, it can be improved by using the technique 
of collision-induced dissociation (aD)."。’'"’"！，^  Collision-induced dissociation 
(CID), also known as collisionally activated dissociation (CAD), is a method to 
fragment molecular ions in the gas phase (Figure 1.3.2.)."4 The molecular ions are 
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Figure 1.3.2 Schematic diagram of collision-induced dissociation (CID) process. 
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usually accelerated to high kinetic energy, selected and then allowed to collide with 
neutral gas molecules (often helium, nitrogen or argon) in a collision cell. During the 
collisions, a small fraction of the kinetic energy is converted into internal energy 
which results in bond rupture. The molecular ion is then fragmented into smaller 
molecules of ions. The fragment ions can subsequently be mass analyzed. At 
threshold energy of dissociation, fragmentation reactions are often limited to neutral 
losses (H2O, MeOH, CO, CO2, MeCN etc.) depending on the nature of the precursor 
ion. These neutral losses are generally not considered important for structural analysis, 
although they can be used to obtain information about functional groups. At higher 
energies, retro-synthetic type reactions are often observed. These are much more 
important for structure characteristic, and often result in cleavage of the molecule at 
characteristic positions. I f the energy is too high, C-C bond cleavage might occur 
leading to uncontrolled fragmentation. 
1.4 Project Objectives 
The fragmentation efficiency of PSD analysis can be improved by introducing a 
collision cell into the field free region of the TOF analyzer for collision-induced 
dissociation (CID) analysis. With collision-induced dissociation/^''''' higher 
fragmentation efficiency of the precursor ions and the employment of a curved-field 
reflectron can reduce the acquisition time of obtaining a complete spectrum of product 
ions. 
In this project, a matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass 
spectrometry (MALDI-TOFMS) was modified into a tandem mass spectrometry 
(MS/MS) by replacing the two-stage linear-field reflectron with a curved-field 
reflectron and adding a home-built collision cell in the field free region of the flight 
tube. By incorporating the collision cell, not only PSD analysis but the CID analysis 
can also be performed in the instrument. In the design of collision cell, spatial and 
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temporal dispersions of the CID fragment ions generated in three geometries of 
collision cells (segmented cylindrical collision cell, cylindrical collision cell with a 
focus lens and field-sharped cylindrical collision cell) were investigated. In the design 
of curved-field reflectron, the temporal focusing properties of curved-field reflectron 
were studied using the analytical equations. Based on the simulation results a 








In the Bruker MALDI-TOFMS (Figure 2.1.1), there are two operation modes: linear 
and reflectron mode. In linear mode, a detector is located at the end of flight tube 
(after the reflectron). After leaving the ion source, ions arrive at the detector and 
signal is recorded by the acquisition system. In reflectron mode, a two-stage 
reflectron is mounted at the end of flight tube, ions are reflected by the reflectron 
before they reach the reflectron detector. As mentioned previously, the reflectron is an 
energy-compensation device, so the mass resolution of reflectron mode analysis is 
higher than that of linear mode. 
The Bruker MALDI-TOFMS consists of following parts: Laser system, Ion source, 
Deflector, Time ion selector, Reflectron and Detector (Figure 2.1.1.). 
2.1.1 Laser System 
The laser system provides a pulsed laser light at defined wavelength and intensity on 
a small target. The system consists of a pulsed UV N! laser with 337 nm wavelength 
and 3 ns pulse width. An attenuator allows fine adjustment of the laser fluence. The 
beam splitter is used to direct 5% of the laser light to a photodiode thus starting the 
time-of-flight measurement and triggering data acquisition by the digitizer. In 
addition, a lens system was installed to focus the laser beam and a mirror system to 
direct the beam into ion source on the target. 
2.1.2 Flight Tube and Vacuum System 
The flight tube is made of stainless steel and is about 120 cm long. The instrument is 
evacuated to a pressure of 10'^  to 10"^  mbar by a turbomolecular pump (balzer, 
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Figure 2.1.1 Schematic diagram of MALDI-TOFMS. 
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ion gauge mounted onto the flight tube. The backing pressure is monitored by a 
thermocouple gauge. 
2.1.3 Ion Source 
The ion source consists of a positively (or negatively) charged metal electrode, i.e. the 
sample probe, an extraction plate, an accelerating grid and focusing lens. 
In this two-stage extraction ion source, a technique called Delayed Extraction 
(DE)78’79 is used (Figure 2.1.2.). This technique originates from the early work of 
Wliey and Mclaren^^ They devised a simple technique which, by means of pulsed 
extraction in a split acceleration field geometry, corrects ion flight times for 
distributions of either initial ion velocity or ion position (but not for both at the same 
time). Fortunately enough, in MALDI spatial and velocity distributions of freely 
expanding particles are correlated to each other which allows one to find conditions 
for a simultaneous velocity and spatial focusing. While delayed extraction parameters 
(delay time, pulsed field strength) which must be applied for ultimate improvements 
are mass dependent, broader m/z ranges of several kDa can be covered at slightly 
compromised performances. 
Delayed extraction technique uses a pulsed, time-delayed two-stage extraction 
potential to avoid the undesired initial c o n d i t i o n s . D u r i n g the formation of ions 
in the source, ions with the same mass may have different initial velocity, which can 
cause poor mass resolution in the mass spectrum. In order to compensate the initial 
velocity distribution, time-delay extraction is proposed:83’84’85，86，87’88 extraction voltage 
is applied to the extraction plate after a delay time rather than immediately when the 
ions are formed. Under delayed extraction, ions with low initial velocity can obtain 
more kinetic energy in the acceleration region than the ions with high initial velocity, 
so the ions with the same mass may have almost the same kinetic energy after leaving 
the ion source, and can reach the detector at the same time, which results in an 
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Delayed extraction ion source 
Gi G2 " n b r 
G1 voltage: 19 kV 
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Figure 2.1.2 Principle of delayed extraction (DE). When the delay extraction is on, an 
extraction voltage (14.25 kV) is applied to G2 after a delay time. The ions are 
extracted by the electric field force between G l and G2 during the pulse time. 
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improvement in the mass resolution. 
In the ion source of our MALDI-TOFMS, the acceleration and extraction voltage are 
set at 19.00 kV and 14.25 kV respectively, there are three choices for the delay time: 
long, medium and short. The focusing voltage on the focusing lens is 9.15 kV to 
obtain the best performance. The function of focusing lens is to minimize 
thedivergence of the ion beam extracted from the ion source. Standard probes with 10 
defined positions were used and sample movement is fully computerized. A video 
CCD camera with monitor display allows sample observation. 
2.1.4 Deflector and Ion Selector 
Deflector is used to remove the unwanted low mass ions, such as matrix and matrix 
cluster ions. Deflecting these ions can improve the sensitivity of high mass ions 
because detector saturation is avoided. The deflector is mounted behind the ion source 
and consists of two electrodes which are applied with 1.5 kV/cm. The electric field is 
orthogonal to the ion beam and is on off for a short period of time after the ion 
generation event. By the orthogonal field, ions are deflected away from the central 
optical axis thus cannot reach the detector. 
In PSD analysis, precursor ions have to be selected to enter the reflectron but ions 
with other masses are not desired to be detected, while the time ion selector can allow 
the selected-ion to pass through but deflect ions with different mass, which can be 
achieved by a time-dependent pulse voltage applied to the time ion selector. 
The time ion selector in our MALDI-TOFMS consists of 10 parallel 20 mm-length 2 
mm-width nickel-chromium ribbon spaced 2 mm apart to form a Venetian blind 
structure (Figure 2.1.3). The pulse on the five of ten ribbons is from 700 V to ground 
then to 700 V，and the other five ribbons are pulsed from -700 V to ground then to 
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Figure 2.1.3 The schematic diagram of time ion selector. ‘+，and '- ' mean the voltage 
applied to the metal strip is positive or negative. 
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-700 V’ the pulse is shown in Figure 2.1.4. The pulse start time is the time when the 
selected-ion reaches the entrance of the time ion selector, and the pulse end time is 
the time when the selected-ion leaves the exit of the time ion selector. 20 ns indicated 
in the figure is the rise time: the time for the pulse change from 700 V/-700 V to 
ground. Under the time ion selector, only the ions selected can pass through the ion 
selector and reach the detector without being deflected. Other ions would be deflected 
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2.1.5 Two-stage Gridless Reflectron 
In the MALDI-TOFMS, a two-stage gridless reflectron/ion mirror is employed. In 
this setup, ions are retarded in the first stage and then reflected by the second stage at 
+20 kV. The reflector axis is inclined with respect to the axis of the ion beam to 
reflect the ion packets generated in the ion source onto an off-axis microchannel plate 
detector. The gridless reflector design results in high ion transmission and resolution. 
In addition, the sensitivity is increased by focusing of the divergent ion beam because 
of the ion lens type design of the reflectron. The two-stage linear-field reflectron in 
the current instrument consists of 15 metal rings (80 mm outer diameter, 40 mm inner 
diameter and 1 mm thickness) with the overall length 140 mm. There are 14 resistors 
welded between two adjacent metal rings, and the resistance of first two resistors is 
27.5 M H and the rest are 5 MQ. The potential inside the reflector is presented in 
Figure 2.1.5. 
2.1.6 Detectors, Digitizer and Computer system 
For the detection of ions, either discrete dynode secondary electron multipliers (SEM) 
of the Venetian blind or focused mesh type are used, as well as microchannel plate 
detectors (MCP) or a combination of both, with a single MCP, followed by an SEM. 
In all of these cases, the dependence of the ion-electron conversion on the impact 
velocity of the ions is a major problem for the detection of high mass ions. 
Off-axis detector and coaxial detector are two kinds of detectors used in TOFMS 
(Figure 2.1.6.). Off-axis^^^ detection has the advantage of geometrically blanking all 
secondary ions or electrons formed at the grids of the reflector. As can be seen from 
the figure, however, they require a much larger detector, since PSD ions reflected at 
different positions within the reflector are laterally spread over the detector. 
C o a x i a l 103 detection, on the other hand, is possible with a simpler instrumental setup, 
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within the same flight tube and with a smaller detector. 
In the MALDI-TOFMS, two detectors are used (Figure 2.1.1.). The linear detector 
and reflectron detector. In the linear detector, a microchannel plate detector (MCP) is 
used to collect the ions. In MCP detection, charged particles are incident at the input 
of a channel, then secondary electrons as well as further generations of electrons are 
generated. In our analysis, 1.5 kV applied across the microchannel plate. The 
reflectron detector is set to 1.7 kV. A microchannel plate is used to detect the formed 
ions. Then the ion signal is recorded by the digitizer. 
Center to the data acquisition and computer control system is a microprocessor 
interfaced to an OS9 computer via a VME-bus. The OS9 computer is, in turn, 
controlled by the user through a SUN workstation (SPARC20) via Ethernet. Settings 
for firing of laser, high voltages, sample target positions and the position of the 
gradient neutral density filter (i.e. the laser fluence) are all computer-controlled by the 
software XMASS. 
Data acquisition is initiated by firing a laser pulse. A small portion of the laser 
photons is directed to a photodiode which in turn triggers a start signal for the 
transient digitizer (250 MHz, LeCroy, US). Signals from the detector are 
pre-amplified, digitized and recorded by the digitizer. The digitized signals are then 
transferred to the SUN workstation for display and processing. The SUN workstation 
serves as a user-friendly terminal for instrument control, data acquisition and also as a 
powerful data processing device. 
2.2 Experimental 
To compare the performance of the MALDI-TOFMS before and after modification, 
PSD spectra of Angiotensin I I were acquired. 
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2.2.1 Sample Preparation 
Matrix stock solution was prepared by saturating a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid 
(a-CCA) in the solvent (mixture of acetonitrile (ACN) and H2O in a volume ratio of 
1:1). Angiotensin- I I stock solution was prepared at a concentration of 4 pmol/fiL in 
H2O. The sample of Angiotensin I I was prepared by mixing the matrix stock solution 
with the sample stock in a volume ratio of 1:3, resulting in a final sample 
concentration of 1 pmol/|iL. 1.0 [iL of the final sample solution was deposited on the 
sample plate and allow to air dry. 
2.2.2 PSD Calibration 
Mass calibration in PSD analysis is a topic of great importance. In classical 
time-of-flight analysis of stable ions, mass calibration is fairly easy. Regardless of the 
number and nature of static acceleration or deceleration fields within the instrument, 
the mass-time relationship always follows the equation: 
t = a + bm'"- (2.2.1) 
Any time-of-flight spectrum of stable ions can therefore be calibrated by a two-point 
or least-squares fit calibration using at least two known ion signal masses from 
calibration substances. 
In PSD analysis, the situation is much more complicated for two-stage reflectron, 
that's because the reflection voltage is changed when acquiring the spectrum of 
product ions in the PSD analysis, the traditional calibration method is not available 
any more. 
The procedure of calibration is shown as below: 
(1) Calibrate the instrument using normal calibration method. 
(2) Obtain the spectrum for each reflection voltage stage, and there are 19 stages in 
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our calibration method. 
(3) To match the spectra obtained from the instrument and the reference spectra from 
Bruker. (the MALDI-TOFMS is from Bruker) 
(4) Revenant peaks were labeled and input in the calpklist provide by Bruker. 
(5) Let the calibration program run and a report wil l be given, check the chi-square 
value in the report, and eliminate the deviated peak i f chi-square value is large 
than 0.5 
(6) Repeat step (4)-(5) until all the chi-square is smaller than 0.5. 




Simulation Studies of Time Ion 





This chapter aims to conduct systematic simulation studies on three of the critical 
components in a tandem time-of-flight mass spectrometer, including the time ion 
selector, the collision cell and the curved-field reflectron. A PC-based computer 
software, i.e. SIMION^^ (version 7.0) was used. SIMION is a general and time-tested 
platform for simulating lens, mass spectrometry, and other types of particle optics 
systems. It provides extensive supporting functionality in (a) defining the workbench 
and electrodes; (b) developing custom-made user program; and (c) recording, 
processing and visualization the ion trajectories. A user program is an ASCII file that 
contains one or more program segments (like sub-programs) written in an HP 
calculator based RPN language. As an ion flies within any instance tied to a potential 
array with active user program segments, SIMION automatically calls each program 
segment at the appropriate time to allow it to control how the ion flies. These program 
segments can dynamically change fast adjust electrodes; electrostatic and magnetic 
fields; ion accelerations; and all sorts of other things. A screendump of SIMION is 
shown in Figure 3.1.1. 
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Figure 3.1.1 A screenshot of SIMION. 
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3.2 Time Ion Selector 
Elimination of unwanted ion prior to the ion activation process is an important step in 
tandem mass spectrometry as it greatly simplifies the spectral interpretation and 
eliminates ambiguities arising from the uncertainties associated with the 
precursor/product ion assignments. In magnetic sector and quadrupole instruments, 
two mass analyzers are usually linked together in tandem and the first analyzer allows 
only ions of interest to transmit through and the second analyzer analyses fragment 
ions arising from this selected ion after proper ion activation process. In ion trap and 
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance instruments, the unwanted ions are 
commonly eliminated by preferential ejection or over-excitation while retaining the 
ion of interest in the centre of the trapped ion cell. For time-of-flight mass analyzer, 
ions accelerated to the same kinetic energy are allowed to disperse along the 
ion-optical axis. Using a time-shaped deflection pulse, the fast-moving (i.e. low-mass 
ions) and the slow-moving (i.e. high-mass ions) are deflected from the ion-optical axis 
while leaving the ion of interest to travel along the ion optical axis. 
Common time ion selector includes a set of deflection plates89’90’9i’92’93’94 〇『^  single 
set of interleaved wire-combs.^^'^^'^^ As is expected, the time resolution of a single 
deflector gate is severely limited by the sharpness of the leading and trailing edges of 
the voltage pulse that are used to actuate the gate's shuttering function. It has been 
postulated98’99 and later confirmed experimentally that this restriction can be 
circumvented by sharing the opening and closing actions of the gate between two 
tandem ion deflectors. A version of this novel dual-stage time ion selector*⑶ is shown 
in Figure 3.2.1. 
By means of computer simulation, this section aims to study the performance of 
dual-stage time ion selector in isolating an ion of interest and to obtain critical 
geometrical information of an optimize system. A parallel simulation study has also 
been conducted on the built-in ion selector of the Bruker Biflex system. The user 
program developed to control the on/off voltage pulse is shown in Appendix I. Figure 
3.2.2. shows schematic diagrams of the single-stage (a) and dual-stage (b) time ion 
selectors. In both cases, a pair of parallel grounded electrodes is placed in the front 
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Figure 3.2.2 Schematic diagrams of geometries of the two types of time ion selectors. 
Single-stage ion selector (a), the width of deflection strip is 2 mm, length is 20 mm, 
and the distance between adjacent strips is 2 mm. Dual-stage ion selector (b), the 
width of the deflection strip is 2 mm, length is 20 mm, the distance between adjacent 
strips is 2 mm, and the distance between two sets of strips is 10 mm. The thickness of 
deflection strip in both single and dual ion selector is as thin as possible to maximize 
transmission of the ion beam. 
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and at the back of the column(s) of deflection strips to confine the electric field within 
the device. The deflection strip has a dimension of 2 x 20 mm and is assumed to have 
zero thickness. Deflection strips are placed 2 mm apart from each other to form a 
column of strips. For the dual-stage time ion selector, the two columns of strips are 10 
mm apart from each other. Positive and negative potentials were applied in alternative 
deflection strips. The amplitude of the voltage pulse was fixed at +/- 700 V; and the 
rise/fall time was set as 20 nanoseconds. Figure 3.2.3 shows diagrammatic 
representations of the voltage pulses applied to the single-stage (a) and dual-stage (b) 
time ion selector. 
To assess the time / mass resolution, the simulation was performed repeatedly using 
ion groups of slightly different m/z values. Three hypothetical mass ranges were 
evaluated, including m/z of 1347, 2845 and 5734. For each mass range, a total of 9 ion 
groups of different m/z's was used. For instance, the ions used in isolating the ion m/z 
1347, the 9 ion groups are m/z 1331, 1335, 1339, 1343, 1347, 1351, 1355, 1359 and 
1363. In each ion group, a total of 30 ions were used and were positioned at different 
positions along axis perpendicular to the ion optical axis. Al l ions were assumed to fly 
in parallel and to have the same kinetic energy of 19 keV. 
The efficient radius of the detector was defined, i f the radial deviation of the ion is 
smaller than the efficient radius when the ion reaches the detector, the ion wil l be 
detected and the intensity of the ion wil l be summed. 
The results of simulations are presented in Figure 3.2.4-3.2.7. The value of FWHH 
(fii l l width half height) is used to evaluate the performance of ion selection for these 
two types of time ion selectors. The larger the value of FWHH is, the better ion 
selection is. From the results, the ion selection in dual-stage time ion selector is much 
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Figure 3.2.3 Pulse applied to the time ion selector, single-stage ion selector (a), 
dual-stage ion selector (b). For these two ion selectors, the pulse rise time is 20 ns. In 
the simulation, the pulse start and end time can be adjusted to change the duration 
time in order to achieve the best performance of ion selection. 
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Figure 3.2.4 Simulation of ion trajectories in single-stage (a) and dual-stage (b) time 
ion selectors. There are nine ion groups of m/z 1331, 1335, 1339，1343, 1347，1351, 
1355, 1359 and 1363 used in the simulation. The green lines stand for selected ion 
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Figure 3.2.5 Performance of two geometries of time ion selector, single-stage (a), 
dual-stage (b). Use a hypothetical ion of m/z of 1347 as the target ion for selection. 
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Figure 3.2.6 Performance of two geometries of time ion selector, single-stage (a), 
dual-stage (b). Use a hypothetical ion of m/z of 2845 as the target ion for selection. 
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Figure 3.2.7 Performance of two geometries of time ion selector, single-stage (a), 
dual-stage (b). Use a hypothetical ion of m/z of 5734 as the target ion for selection. 




3.3 Collision cells 
3.3.1 Simulation of Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) 
To simulate the collision between the precursor ion and target gas molecules, 
hard-sphere (HS), elastic collision model (Figure 3.3.1.) was used. In the HS model, 
a ball with mass mi and initial velocity v moves toward to a static particle with mass 
m2, and the angle between the vector of v and a line passing through the centers of 
these two balls is 6. In order to obtain the final velocity (v，)，in terms of v, mi, m! and 
0, after collision and its direction for the ball with mass mi, two orthogonal 
components of the initial velocity v are defined: Vr and Vt，and after collision, these 
two components became Vr and Vt. Vr and Vt are given by: 
v^  = vcos^ ； V, = vsin^ (3.3.1) 
By the conservation of momentum and kinetic energy: 
=m,v/+/7?2v/' (3.3.2) 
+v,2)=im,(v/2+v,’2)+|m2v/,2 (3.3.3) 
where v / ’ is velocity of the particle with mass m2 after collision, solve equation (3.3.2) 
and (3.3.3) for V : 
v / = v^— ^ = vcos^—! ^ (3.3.4) 
m, +^2 m, + m^ 
and Vt stays the same: 
v,'=v, =vs in^ (3.3.5) 
So the final velocity v' can be calculated by: 
: y 
v,= > / 2 ’2 ^^^eni izmi . (3.3.6) 
The angle (0，）between the direction of v' and a line passing through the centers of 
these two particles is determined by: 
, ( - \ 
没’ = a r c t a n i = arctan tan没 (3.3.7) 
V / �/12丨+術2 ) 




/ V t ( V t , ) \ ！ 
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\/,产、、、、 
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\ Z \ i 
\ J \、\一—. 
Figure 3.3.1 Hard-sphere (HS) model for simulation of CID. mi and m! are mass of 
the two particles for collision, v and v' are initial velocity and velocity after collision 
of the particle with mass mi, respectively. Vr and Vt are two orthogonal components of 
» » 
the initial velocity v and after collision, these two components became Vr and Vt. The 
angle between the vector of v and a line passing through the centers of these two 
particles is G, and after collision the angle becomes 0'. 
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After collision, the precursor ion (represented by the ball with mass mi) generate a 
fragment ion with mass mi’ (mr<mi) and a neutral fragment with mass mi-mi', and 
the fragment ion and neutral fragment wil l travel with velocity v'. 
Based on this HS model, a user program in SIMION (see appendix 2) was written to 
simulate the collision-induced dissociation (CID) event. In the user program, collision 
conditions such as the mass of collision gas molecular, mass of precursor ions, the 
pressure in the collision cell, kinetic energy of precursor ions and so on can be 
changed to investigate the effects of these factors on the trajectories of product ions. 
3.3.2 Design and Performance Evaluation of Different Collision Cells 
In designing the collision cell, two important issues have to be addressed, i.e. spatial 
dispersion (lateral spread) of the ion beam and flight-time dispersion of the fragment 
ions. To facilitate the optimization of the performance of the collision cell, a 
throughout ion trajectory simulation study was conducted using SIMION. Different 
geometries of collision cell were investigated (Figure 3.3.2.). These included (a) 
segmented cylindrical collision cell, (b) cylindrical collision cell with a focus lens"�， 
and (c) field-shaped cylindrical collision cell. To investigate the performance of these 
collision cell designs, the spatial and flight-time dispersions of the fragment ions (in 
terms of the percentage of precursor ion mass) were monitored. A hypothetical ion at 
m/z of 5734 was used as precursor ion, and the mass ratio of product ions to parent 
ions was systematically varied from 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1. 
In the simulation, the spatial spread was defined as the radial distance from the center 
of detector when the ions reached the detector, and the flight-time deviation referred 
to standard deviation of the flight-time for ions when they arrived at the detector. The 
results of spatial and flight-time dispersions for the fragment ions are shown in Figure 
3.3.3-3.3.8. 
Figure 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 show the spatial and time dispersions of fragment ions in the 
segmented cylindrical collision cell. The segment potentials were 5，4，3，2, 1 kV. 
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Figure 3.3.2 Three geometries of collision cells were used in the simulation and 
equipotential lines of floated collision cells are indicated, (a) Segmented cylindrical 
collision cell. 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 kV are segment potentials applied to each part of the 
collision cell, (b) Cylindrical collision cell with 6 kV floating voltage applied, (c) 
Field-shaped cylindrical collision cell. In the region I I of field-shaped cylindrical 
collision cell, which is lifted to 8 kV, bending equipotential lines generate a focusing 
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Figure 3.3.3 Spatial dispersion of fragment ions in the segmented cylindrical collision 
cell. The error bars stand for standard deviations of spatial dispersions. The segment 
potential is the voltage applied to each part of the collision cell. 
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Figure 3.3.4 Time dispersion of fragment ions in the segmented cylindrical collision 
cell. Error bars standard for the flight time deviations. 
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time dispersion is about 2.5 |asec. The spatial dispersion of fragment ions is small for 
both high and low mass ions. A possible explanation on the large time dispersion of 
fragment ions in this collision cell is the presence of the electric potential gradient 
inside the segmented cylindrical collision cell. The fragment ions formed in the 
collision cell wi l l be accelerated from the entrance to the exit of collision cell. 
Fragment ions formed at different positions might gain different kinetic energies 
inside the collision cell, and would arrive at the detector with different time. 
Figure 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 show the spatial and time dispersions of fragment ions in the 
cylindrical collision cell with a focus lens. Different potentials were applied to the 
cylindrical collision cell to study the effect of floating voltage on the spatial and time 
dispersion. From the figures, when the collision cell is at ground potential, the spatial 
dispersion of product ions is small. The spatial dispersion increases when higher 
floating voltage is used. This is attributed to the defocusing properties of the 
equipotential lines at the entrance of collision cell (Figure 3.3.2.). The time dispersion 
of fragment ions in this collision cell is small (about 0.02 jisec) for both high and low 
mass fragment ions and is independence of the potential of the collision cell. 
Figure 3.3.7 and 3.3.8 show the spatial and time deviations of fragment ions in the 
field-shaped cylindrical collision cell. The floating voltage on the collision cell was 
set at different values to investigate the effect of floating voltage on the spatial and 
time dispersion. From the figures, the spatial and time dispersion are both small 
compared with the other two types of collision cell. 
Floating the collision cell at high potential has two effects, inducing a reduction of the 
collision energy between precursor ions and collision gas; and a reduction of the 
energy range of product ions. Product ions with a narrower energy range can be then 
focused better by the reflectron. In summary, floating the collision cell at high 
potential has different effect on different collision cell designs. For segmented 
cylindrical collision cell, fragment ions wil l be collected with large time dispersion; 
whereas for cylindrical collision cell, fragment ions wil l be collected with large spatial 
dispersion. Field-shaped cylindrical collision cell has the best performance in terms of 
minimizing both spatial and time dispersion. The smallest spatial dispersions in the 
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Figure 3.3.5 Spatial dispersions of fragment ions in the cylindrical collision cell with a 
focus lens. The collision cell was applied with different floating voltage (0’ 4，8，10 kV). 
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Figure 3.3.6 Time dispersion of fragment ions in the cylindrical collision cell with a 
focus lens. The four curves are corresponding to different floating voltages (0, 4，8, 10 
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Figure 3.3.7 Spatial dispersion of fragment ions in the field-shaped collision cell. The 
collision cell was applied with different floating voltage (0，4，8, 10 kV). The error 
bars refer to standard deviations of spatial dispersions. 
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Figure 3.3.8 Time dispersion of fragment ions in the field-shaped collision cell. The 
four curves are corresponding to different floating voltages (0, 4，8, 10 kV). Error bars 
standard for flight time deviations. 
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Figure 3.3.9 The smallest spatial dispersions in (a) field-shaped collision cell and (b) 
cylindrical collision cell with a focus lens. The field-shaped collision cell is applied 
with 8 kV floated potential and the cylindrical collision cell is ground. 
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Therefore, the field-shaped cylindrical collision cell wi l l be used for the modified 
instrument. 
3.4 Curved-field Reflectron 
3.4.1 Introduction 
To optimize the performance of curved-field reflectron for use in the time-of-flight 
mass spectrometer, the factors influencing the temporal focusing properties of the 
CFR must be theoretically studied. By using SIMION, the temporal focusing property 
of CFR can be investigated. However locating the focal points in SIMION using 
different geometries of reflectrons is very time consuming and tedious. An alternative 
to theoretical simulations, the focal distance of CFR can be computed using analytical 
equations. In principle, using the analytical equations is much faster and better suited 
for systematic investigation of effect of various geometrical factors on the temporal 
focusing properties of CFR. In this section, the dependence of focal distance upon 
floating voltage on the collision cell, parameters in the electric field equations and the 
length of reflectron were studied. 
3.4.2 Derivation of Analytical Equations 
To locate temporal focal point of the ion, flight time of the ion from the ion source to 
the detector in the time-of-flight mass spectrometry should be calculated. The overall 
flight time of an ion is divided into two parts: flight time for passing through the 
field-free region (ti) and inside the reflectron (ti). The flight time in the field-free 
region is easily calculated using equation 3.4.1. 
C n 1 / 2 
t, = — L (3.4.1) 
where L is the length of drift region (include the regions before and after the 
reflectron), E is kinetic energy of the ion, m is mass of the ion. 
The flight time inside the curved-field reflectron depends on the electric field inside 
the CFR. Since the function of electric field applied to the lens elements of 
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curved-field reflectron follows the arc of a circle (Figure 3.4.1.)，the potential (Vr) 




V V d ； 






where Vi , V2 , R，9，xi and X2 are variables defined in Figure 3.4.1，VR is the 
reflection voltage at the back of reflectron. The flight time of the ion inside the 
reflectron is therefore given by: 




where a is the angle between ion velocity and the axis of reflectron, Dr is the distance 
from the entrance to the reflection point, and is given by : 
D^=(^R^-(V,-Ecosacosaf - j c , ) — ^ (3.4.8) 
The total flight time t is: 
? = (3.4.9) 
The temporal focal point for a group of ions is the position in the drift region where 
the calculated value of tmcan/At is maximized, where tmcan is the mean value of flight 
time, At is standard deviation of flight time. To locate the temporal focusing point, 
tmcan/At is calculated as a function of the distance (L) from the exit of the CFR. 
t j 〜 t = m (3.4.10) 
A l l the calculations were performed using a user program designed using 
MATHEMATICA (the program used for calculation is shown in the appendix 3). The 
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V ；一 
Figure 3.4.1 Plot of the potential versus depth into the curved-field reflectron. The 
function of the electric field follows the arc inside the square. R is the radius of the 
circle, 6 is an angle related to the arc, V is the voltage on the lens element, x is depth 
from entrance of the reflectron, xi and x i are x coordinates for the entrance and exit of 
reflectron respectively, V i and V2 are two variables related to voltages on the first and 
last lens elements of the reflectron respectively. 
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variables used in the calculations are shown in Table 3.4.1. The process of 
calculations is divided into 4 steps, as shown in Figure 3.4.2. 
Three hypothetical ion groups with m/z values of 5734 (precursors), 2867 (fragments) 
and 573.4 (fragments) were used. Precursor ions had 19 keV kinetic energy, and 
fragment ions were generated in the collision cell, so the energy and energy difference 
of fragments are given by: 
£ > =》 (五厂厂 + (3.4.11) 
A E f = A E x ^ (3.4.12) 
where irif，nip are mass of fragments and precursors respectively, Ef, Ep are kinetic 
energy of fragments and precursors respectively, AEf, AEp are energy difference of 
fragments and precursors, respectively; and Vf is floating voltage on the collision cell. 
The mean value of initial desorption velocity of precursor ions was 1000 m/s "^^ , and 
the range of initial kinetic energy for precursor ion is varied from 0 to 120 eV in steps 
of 12 eV. The final kinetic energy range of precursor ions varied from 19000 eV to 
19120 eV. The kinetic energy of fragment ions can be acquired using equations 3.4.11 
and 3.4.12. 
Locating focal points of ions by using analytical equation is fast and precise. To 
validate analytical method, same calculations were repeated using SIMION 
simulation. The results are shown in Table 3.4.2. The values of variables used in the 
calculations are: R is 300 kV，0 is 9.0°, length of reflection is 290 mm, floating 
voltage is 8 kV, reflection voltage is 20 kV and a is 1.0°. From Table 3.4.2, the results 
of calculations by analytical equations and SIMION are almost the same, which 
proves that the results obtained by analytical equations are precise and creditable. The 
time spent in these two methods was quite different. It took 1-2 minutes in a 
calculation by the analytical equations method, while much more time was needed in 
SIMION simulation. Changing the geometry file, calculating the voltage on each lens 
element and locating the focal points in SIMION is very time-consuming. 
In the following sections, the dependence of focal distance on variables such as 
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Table 3.4.1 Adjustable variables in the calculation. 
Parameter Description 
R Radius of a circle 
9 Degree of the angle 
d Length of reflectron 
mi Mass of precursor 
mj Mass of fragments 
ma Mass of fragments 
El Kinetic energy of precursor 
A El Energy difference of mi 
a Angle between ion velocity and axis of the reflectron 
Vf Floating voltage on the collision cell 
V r Voltage at the back of reflectron 
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Set a value for each For each ion group, 
variable n calculate the flight time 
I y of every ion in the group 
as a function of L 
I ^ 
Get tmcan/ A t as a function of Calculate the mean value / J 
L, and find the maximum ^ 丨 (tmcan) of the flight time 
value of tmcan/ A t at Lm, which ^ and the standard deviation 
is the temporal focal distance. ( ^ t) 
Figure 3.4.2 Flowchart of the calculations using MATHEMATICA. 
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Table 3.4.2 Results of analytical equation method and SIMION. 
Temporal Temporal Temporal Mean value Standard 
focal focal focal of temporal deviation of 
distance of distance of distance of focal focal 
ion group 1 ion group 2 ion group 3 distance distance 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
^ a l y j i c a l 257.2 263.7 252.5 257.8 5.6 
Equation 
SIMION ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 
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floating voltage ( V f ) on the collision cell, parameters R and 0 in the electric field 
equations and the length of reflectron (d) wi l l be discussed. The focusing power of 
curved-field reflectron was defined as Lmcan/AL, where Lmcan is the mean value of 
focal distances for precursor ions and fragment ions, AL is its standard deviation. 
3.4.3 Effect of Floating Potential (Vf) of the Collision Cell 
Floating voltage applied to the collision cell can change the kinetic energy range of 
product ions generated in the collision cell. Ground collision cell results in the 
broadest kinetic energy range for product ions. Lifting collision cell potential can 
narrow kinetic energy range of fragment ions from Equations 3.4.11 and 3.4.12. 
Figure 3.4.3 shows focal distances of the precursor ions and fragment ions when 
different floating voltages were used. The parameters used in the electric field 
equations were: R = 300 kV, 0 = 9.0°，a = 1.0°, length of reflectron is 290 mm and the 
reflection voltage is 20 kV. From figure 3.4.3，the focal distance of precursor ions (m/z 
=5734 ) does not change against different floating voltages, and for high mass 
fragment ions (m/z = 2867) as well as low mass fragment ions (m/z = 573.4), there is a 
cross point with the curve for precursor ions. The crossing point implies that fragment 
ions and precursor ions have the same focal distance. At this point, the fragment ions 
and precursor ions can be focused simultaneously by the curved-field reflectron. 
However, the crossing points are different for fragment ions with different masses. 
3.4.4 Effect of Parameters R and 0 
R and 0 are two major parameters that determine the electric field inside the 
curved-field reflection, and can influence the focal distance. Figures 3.4.4-3.4.6 
shows the effect of R and 9 on focal distance. Precursor ions and fragment ions are 
plotted against the value of 0, and R was 300 kV, 600 kV and 900 kV, floating voltage 
was 8 kV，reflection voltage was 20 kV, the length of reflectron was 290 mm. The 
focal distances of the precursor ions and fragment ions increase as 0 arises, while the 
slopes of the three curves are different, so the curves corresponding to precursor ions 
(m/z = 5734) and fragment ions (m/z = 573.4) have a crossing point, at which the 
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Figure 3.4.3 Focal distances of the precursor ions (m/z 5734), high mass fragment ions 
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Figure 3.4.4 The relationship of focal distances of precursor ions (m/z 5734) and 
fragment ions (m/z 2867 and m/z 573.4) versus 0 when R is 300 kV. R and 9 are two 
variables in the electric field equation of curved-field reflectron. The optimal 9 is at 
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Figure 3.4.5 The relationship of focal distances of precursor ions {m/z 5734) and 
fragment ions {m/z 2867 and m/z 573.4) versus 6 when R is 600 kV. R and 9 are two 
variables in the electric field equation of curved-field reflectron. The optimal 0 is at 
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Figure 3.4.6 The relationship of focal distances of precursor ions {m/z 5734) and 
fragment ions (m/z 2867 and m/z 573.4) versus 9 when R is 900 kV. R and 0 are two 
variables in the electric field equation of curved-field reflectron. The optimal 9 is at 





3.4.5 Effect of the Length of Reflectron 
Table 3.4.3 summarizes dependence of the mean focal distance (Lmean) for precursor 
ions and fragment ions as well as its standard deviation (AL) on the length of 
reflectron (d). In these calculations, the length of reflectron was varied in steps of 100 
mm from 90 mm to 290 mm, The variable R used in calculations was 300 kV，6 was 
9.0°, a was 1.0°, and the collision cell was floated at 8 kV. The reflection voltage was 
set at 20 kV. 
It was pointed that increasing the length of reflectron results in an increase of mean 
focal distance (Lmcan) and its standard deviation (AL). Since Lmean and AL are both 
proportional to the length of reflectron, the value of Lmcan/AL stays the same. Figure 
3.4.7 plots the values of Lmcan against reflectron length. There seems to have a linear 
correlation between the length of reflectron and Lmcan. 
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Table 3.4.3 Dependence of mean focal distance (Lmean) on length of reflectron. AL is 
standard deviation of focal distances for the precursor ions and fragment ions. The 
variable Lmcan/AL is a factor defined to evaluate the simultaneously focusing power of 
curved-field reflection. 
Length of reflectron t , 、 at , 、 t /at 
( m m ) Lmean (mm) A L (mm) Lmcan/AL 
90 80.0 1.7 45.9 
190 168.9 3.7 45.9 
290 257.8 5.6 45.9 
390 346.7 7.6 45.9 
490 435.6 9.5 45.9 
590 524.5 11.4 45.9 
690 613.4 13.4 45.9 
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Simulation results of time ion selector, collision cell and curved-field reflectron 
provide important insight into the properties and performance of these devices. 
From the simulation results, dual-stage time ion selector has better performance on the 
selection of wanted ions compared with the single-stage time ion selector. The 
field-shaped cylindrical collision cell has the best performance among the three 
geometries of collision cells. Fragment ions formed in this type of collision cell have 
small spatial and time dispersion. This geometry wil l be chosen for the new collision 
cell. For the curved-field reflectron, the focusing power of curved-field reflectron 
(CFR) can be strengthened by using a shorter focal distance and by floating collision 
cell at high voltage. Under this condition, floating the collision cell at 8 kV gives the 
best spatial focusing properties. Due to the physical dimensions of current 
MALDI-TOF instrument, focal distance should be at least 280 mm. The optimized 
curved-field reflectron is 290 mm long with R being 230 kV; 9 being 11.1°. This 






Construction and Performance 




4.1 Benchmark Results for the Origin Reflectron 
Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometer 
The PSD spectrum of Angiotensin I I (DRVYIHPF, m/z 1047) is presented in Figure 
4.1.1. The b, y ions^ ®"^ ''®^ can be identified in Figure 4.1.1. The b, y ions are the 
fragment ions generated from breaking of the peptide bond. The PSD spectrum was 
obtained by pasting 19 segment spectra into a single spectrum. The reflection voltage 
corresponding to each segment spectrum is 20, 18.5, 15.65, 12.65, 10.45, 8.45, 6.9, 
5.7, 4.55，3.72, 2.98, 2.38, 1.96’ 1.58, 1.27’ 1.02, 0.84, 0.69 and 0.57 kV. The first 
segment spectrum was acquired under 10-20 laser shots, and the other segment 
spectrums were acquired under 50-200 laser shots. Generally speaking, at lower 
reflection voltage, the sensitivity is lower and thus requiring more acquisition to give 
desirable signal-to-noise ratios. It is important to note that different segments were 
acquired using different number of laser shots, the relative abundance information 
obtained from the PSD spectrum has no direct relationship with the ease of fragment 
ion formation under PSD conditions. 
4.2 Hardware Modifications of Reflectron Time-of-flight 
Mass Spectrometer 
The modification of our current instrument involves incorporating an extension tube, 
a collision cell and a curved-field reflectron. Due presumably to the introduction of 
new extension tube (with some welding joints), the pressure inside the instrument was 
increased from 3 x 10"^  mbar to 5X 10"^  mbar. In order to avoid any discharges 
during the delay extraction event, and an extra turbomolecular pump was installed to 
maintain the pressure at 5 X 10"^  mbar. The schematic diagram and photograph of the 
modified instrument is shown in Figure 4.2.1 and Figure 4.2.2. 
4.2.1 Collision Cell 
The collision cell is made of aluminum alloy, and has the overall length of 137 mm 
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with 60 mm-length collision region (Figure 4.2.3 and Figure 4.2.4). 
The collision gas was introduced through a 200 mm-length (0 0.53 |im) GC column 
into the collision cell. The ions enter and leave the collision cell through an orifice. 
The diameter of the orifice can be adjusted so that the pressure inside the collision cell 
is much higher than that outside the collision cell without decreasing the transmission 
of ion beam. 
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Figure 4.2.2 A Photograph of extension tube. 
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Figure 4.2.3 Schematic diagram of the collision cell. 
Figure 4.2.4 A photograph of the collision cell. 
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4.2.2 Curved-field Reflectron 
The curved-field reflectron (Figure 4.2.5 and Figure 4.2.6) is made up of 31 stainless 
steel plates (80 mm O.D., 40 mm I.D. and 1 mm thickness, Lesker, USA). These 
stainless steel rings are supported by three 320 mm-length plastic rods. Adjacent 
plates are separated by three ceramic insulators (9 mm O.D., 5 mm I.D. and 9 mm 
thickness, SIS, USA). Series of resistors with pre-defined resistances were obtained 




Figure 4.2.5 Schematic diagram of the curved-field reflectron. 
Figure 4.2.6 A photograph of curved-field reflectron. 
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4.3 Evaluation of the Curved-field Reflectron 
By using appropriate matrix material (appropriate matrix can improve fragment 
efficiency in the PSD event), substantial post-source decay (PSD) of biomolecular 
ions can be induced under typical matrix-assisted laser desorption / ionization 
(MALDI) conditions. Fragment ions derived from this PSD process can, in principle, 
be used to determine the structural (or sequence) information of the selected ions. 
Using linear time-of-flight mass analyzer, this information cannot normally be 
retrieved because the same arrival time of the residual precursor ions and the resulting 
PSD fragment ions. In high vacuum conditions, fragment ions of different m/z ratios 
derived from the same precursor ions will retain the same velocity as that of the 
precursor ions. Therefore, there is no variation of time-of-flight for these ions to travel 
through the same distance of field-free region before impinging onto the detector. 
Situation becomes more complicated when a reflectron (an ion mirror) is placed at the 
end of the field-free region. Since a reflectron is an energy sensitive device, the exact 
flight path of an ion within the reflectron depends critically on the energies of the ions 
and the profile of the electric field within the reflectron. 
A typical two-stage linear reflectron is designed to provide high-order focusing for 
ions with a narrow energy distribution, such as those derived from the variation of 
initial desorption velocity. Therefore, only fragment ions with m/z very close to that of 
the precursor ions can be time-resolved, properly reflected and detected by using 
conventional channel plate detector. Fragment ions with m/z smaller than a certain 
value wi l l not be able to penetrate to the second potential stage of the reflectron and 
wi l l be reflected at the first and steeper potential stage to the reflectron detector. These 
ions wi l l not be time-resolved at the reflectron detector. In addition, the reflection 
angle is many often substantially different from that of the precursor ions, these ions 
might not even be reflected onto the reflectron detector. To circumvent this situation, 
the PSD information is normally be acquired by pasting spectra obtained with 
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different reflectron voltage while maintaining the acceleration voltage constant. 
Figure 4.3.1 shows a typical reconstructed PSD mass spectrum of a small peptide, 
Angiotensin I I (MW 1047). Series of b- and y-type fragment ions can clearly be 
identified. 
A single-stage reflectron can, in principal, reflect and time-resolve both the residual 
precursor ions and fragment ions of different m/z values. For the one with a linear 
retarding field, the time-focusing positions for ions of different energies (i.e. ions of 
different m/z values for PSD fragments) fall onto different locations. Using a typical 
point detector, only selected ions within a small window of m/z values are 
time-focused. As the m/z values of other fragment ions derivate from those selected 
ions, there is a progressive spreading (or blurring) of their time-focusing points. By 
properly adjusting the curvature of the retarding field, the spread of the time-focusing 
positions for ions of different energies can be minimized. Figure 4.3.2 shows the PSD 
spectrum of Angiotensin I I obtained with the curved-field reflectron. The acceleration 
potential was 18.00 kV and the end-plate of the reflectron was 18.01 kV. Fragment 
ions with m/z larger than 50% of that of the precursor ions can be properly 
time-focused onto the detector by the curved-field reflectron. The spectral resolution 
remains more or less constant across the spectrum. 
With reference to the Figure 4.3.1, it is important to note that fragment ions with m/z 
smaller than 50% of that of the precursor ions could not be acquired. A plausible 
explanation is related to the limitation of the off-axis detection system. As shown in 
Figure 4.3.3(a), ions with different m/z values wil l be reflected at different depths of 
the reflectron. Even the reflection angle remains the same, there is a lateral dispersion 
for ions reflected at different depths of the reflectron. Using an off-axis detector with 
limited detection area, it is conceivable that only a portion of the fragment ions can be 
sampled by the detector. To validate this argument, additional spectra were acquired 
with lower end-plate reflectron potentials. As shown in Figure 4.3.3 (b)-(c), reduction 
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ions to the deeper position and thus enhancing the chance of being detected by the 
reflectron detector. A consequence of reducing the reflectron potential is the loss of 
the signals from the high-mass ions. Figure 4.3.4(a) and (b) show the PSD spectrum 
of Angiotensin I I obtained using curved-field reflectron and two-stage linear-field 
reflectron. The acceleration potential for the precursor ions was 18.00 kV; whereas the 
reflectron's end-plate potential was 9.90 kV. Ion signals corresponding to low-mass 
fragment ions (< 50% of the precursor ion) could be registered in Figure 4.3.4(a). 
Attempts to extend the detectable mass range for fragment ions by adjusting the angle 
of the reflectron with respect to the ion optical axis have limited success. Because of 
the curved-field reflectron is significantly longer than the original two-stage 
linear-filed reflectron, the adjustable angle of the reflectron is much smaller in the 
case of curved-field reflectron. This limitation is imposed by the small difference 
between the outer diameter of the ring electrodes in the curved-field reflectron and the 
inner diameter of the flight tube. To resolve this situation, the off-axis detector wil l be 
replaced with a co-axial microchannel plate (MCP) detector. 
Despite of the wider detectable mass range, spectrum obtained with curved-field 
reflectron is generally of lower resolution in comparison with that obtained with 
two-stage linear-field reflectron. Figure 4.3.5 shows a hypothetical plot of the 
distribution of potential along the depth of the reflectron for both two-stage 
linear-field reflectron and curved-field reflectron. As expected, ions of different m/z 
that could be reflected at the second-stage of the two-stage linear-field reflectron 
would be reflected at closer positions in the curved-field reflectron. This is essentially 
implying a general reduction of the spectral resolution in curved-field reflectron in 
comparison with that of two-stage linear field reflectron. 
4.4. Evaluation of the field-shaped cylindrical collision cell 
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the field-shaped cylindrical collision cell. To facilitate the assembly process, the high 
voltage connector and gas inlet were arranged at the T-junction of the extension tube. 
A connection wire was placed in vacuum to connect the high voltage connector and 
the collision cell. To better control the gas loading on the collision cell, a 20 cm length 
of 0.53 i^m O.D. fused silica capillary was used to connect the gas inlet and the 
collision cell. 
Initial attempts to test the performance of the collision cell were not fruitful. The 
precursor ion signal was largely suppressed when a high voltage of 1-2 kV was loaded 
onto the collision cell (see below for explanation). Therefore, much of the evaluation 
work was conducted on the grounded collision cell. Upon loading the collision gas, 
the base pressure of the instrument was elevated from 5.0 x 10'^  mbar to 2.5 x 10"^  
mbar. Angiotensin I I precursor ions were accelerated to 18.00 keV and were selected 
using the time ion-selector before directing into the collision cell for dissociation 
experiments. The reflectron voltage was set at 18.01 kV. Figure 4.4.2 (a) and (b) show 
the CID spectrum and the PSD spectrum of the Angiotensin I I ions. As expected, the 
precursor ion intensity in the CID spectrum is only 10% of that of the PSD spectrum. 
However, it was noted that the high mass PSD fragment ions were also attenuated 
substantially under CID conditions. Since the measurement of low-mass fragment 
ions was prohibited by the small active area of the reflectron detector, the reflectron 
voltage was successively reduced to make the measurement feasible. From Figure 
4.4.3 - 4.4.6，apart from a significant improvement of the low-mass fragment ion 
intensities, new fragment ions that were not observed in the corresponding PSD 
spectra could be detected in the CID spectra. 
Regarding the precursor ion suppression effect at floated collision cell, it was recently 
discovered that this effect was caused by the wiring of the instrument, as shown in 
Figure 4.4.1. At high voltage, the wire connecting the high voltage connector and the 
collision cell would generate substantial stray field around the entrance of the 
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did not improve the situation but introduced additional discharging problems. Finally, 
it was resolved that new high voltage feed-through should be introduced from the 
T-junction of the existing flight tube. By using a spring-loader design, the high 
voltage could be applied onto the collision cell without causing undesirable effect on 
the ion path and discharges. Figure 4.4.7 shows the up-to-date arrangement of the 
wiring and tubing for the collision cell. Figure 4.4.8 shows the spectra of Angiotensin 
I I obtained from the modified TOF instrument (a) without and (b) with applying the 
high voltage (8 kV) at the collision cell. The accelerating potential was 18.00 kV and 
no collision gas was used. A significant improvement of the precursor ion signal was 
observed. This enhancement effect was tentatively attributed to the focusing property 
of the field-shaped region of the collision cell and thereby improving the ion 
transmission efficiency through the reflection. 
4.5 Conclusions 
The proposed field-shaped cylindrical collision cell and curved-field reflectron were 
fabricated and were successfully installed into the Bruker MALDI time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer. Several practical challenges were encountered during the instrumental 
evaluation and thus prohibiting the full realization of the potential of this tandem 
time-of-flight instrument prior to the writing of this thesis. However, the preliminary 
evaluation of these devices has shown promising results. The field-shaped device in 
the collision cell was found to improve not only the collection efficiency of the 
fragment ions but also the precursor ion intensity. Collision-induced dissociation of 
the model peptide ions was successfully demonstrated by using reduced reflectron 
potential(s). In comparison with that of PSD results obtained from two-stage 
linear-field reflectron, substantial reduction of the spectral resolution was resulted by 
using curved-field reflectron. The expected improvement in spectral resolution using 
floated collision cell remains to be demonstrated in future. Experiments to improve 
the instrumental design is in progress, including (a) the replacement of the off-axis 
detector with a co-axial detector; (b) installation of the flowmeter for fine control of 
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Figure 4.4.8 Spectra of Angiotensin I I obtained from the modified TOF instrument (a) 
without and (b) with applying the high voltage (8 kV) at the collision cell. 
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the collision gas pressure; and (c) re-routing of the fused silica tubing to reduce the 







5.1 Concluding Remarks 
This project includes simulations of time ion selector, collision cells and curved-field 
reflectron, and designs of the collision cell and curved-field reflectron. The electronic 
device for the current single-stage time ion selector is not suitable to the dual-stage 
time ion selector, and a lot of time should be spent in designing a new electronic 
device, so the design of dual-stage time ion selector wil l be considered as a part of my 
next project. 
The discharge to the computer caused by applying high voltage to the collision cell 
has been eliminated recently by changing the way of applying high voltage, and after 
the ordered co-axial detector arrived, the experiments wi l l be continued. 
Further tuning of the delay extraction voltage, reflectron voltage, and gas pressure 
inside the collision cell is necessary to improve the performance of new mass 
spectrometer. The mass calibration procedure of this new mass spectrometer is not 
included in this thesis, because we cannot get a spectrum of the fragment ions and 
precursor ions within foil mass range at a time using current off-axis detector, and the 
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Appendix 1 User program for time ion selection 
defa start—timejisec 0 x x y 501.0 
defa end_time_|xsec 0 x<y exit 
defa left_edge_amu 60.0 rcl center_of_selector_mm 
defa right_edge_amu 43.0 rcl target_velocity_m_s / 1000.0 * 
defa target—mass_amu 1347.0 sto center 
defa KE_ion_ev rcl KE_ion_ev 2.0 * 1.6e-19 * sqrt 
1.9e4 rcl center_of—selector_mm 0.001 * 
defa target_velocity_m_s 0 x><y / sto constant 
defa numberjstep 20.0 rcl target_mass_amu 
defa pulse_vol 700.0 rcl left_edge_amu - 0.001 * 6.02e23 / sqrt 
defa gradient—vol_ns 0 rcl constant • 1.0e6 * 
defa ionjotalnumber 270.0 sto start—time—usee 
defa center—of_selector_mm 491.0 rcl center 
defa duration_nsec 0 x X y - sto left 
defa distance_mm 485.0 rcl target_mass_amu 
defa center_detector_mm 24.5 rcl right_edge_amu + 0.001 * 6.02e23 / sqrt 
defa R mm 5.0 rcl constant * 1.0e6 * 
defa int 0 0 sto end_time_^sec 
defa int_l 0 rcl center -
defa int一2 0 sto right 
defa int—3 0 rcl right 
defa int_4 0 rcl left + 
defa intl 0 0.04-
defa int2 0 sto duration—psec 
defa int3 0 rcl start_time_^isec 
defa int4 0 rcl ion_time_of_flight 
defadel_m 1.0 x<y exit 
rcl pulse一vol 0.02 / 
seg tstep_adjust sto gradient—vol_ns 
rcl KE_ion_ev 1 .6e-19*2.0* rcl start—time_|isec 0.02 + 
rcl target_mass_amu l.Oe-3 * 6.02e23 / / rcl ion_time_of_flight 
sqrt x>y goto IblOl 
sto target一velocity—m_s rcl start—time j i s e c -
2.0 x X y / 1000.0 * rcl gradient一vol—ns * 
rcl numberjstep / rcl pulse_vol 
sto ion_time_step x X y -
sto adj_elect03 
seg fast_adjust chs sto adj_elect02 
rcl ion_px_mm exit 
480.0 x>y exit Ibl IblOl 
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rcl start_time ^isec 0.02 + rcl ion_mass 
rcl duration—usee + x<y goto lbl07 
rcl ion—time一of_flight rcl int_l 1.0 + 
x>y goto lbl02 sto int_l 
0 sto adj_elect02 goto lbl04 
0 sto adj_elect03 Ibl lbl07 
exit rcl target_mass_amu 
Ibl lbl02 rcl del_m 2.0 * -
rcl start—time_^isec 0.04 + rcl ion_mass 
rcl duration_^isec + x<y goto lbl08 
rcl ion_time_of_flight rcl int_2 1.0 + 
x>y goto lbl03 sto int_2 
rcl startjime i^sec 0.02 + goto lbl04 
rcl duration—|isec + Ibl lbl08 
rcl ion_time一of一flight rcl target一mass_amu 
x x y - rcl del_m 3.0 * -
rcl gradient_vol_ns * rcl ion_mass 
sto adj_elect05 x<y goto Ibl 11 
chs sto adj_elect04 rcl int_3 1.0 + 
0 sto adj_elect02 sto int_3 
0 sto adj_elect03 goto lbl04 
exit Ibl Ibl 11 
Ibl lbl03 rcl int_4 1.0 + 
rcl pulse—vol sto int一4 
sto adj_elect05 goto lbl04 
sto adj_elect03 Ibl lbl06 
chs sto adj_elect04 rd target_mass_amu 
sto adj_elect02 rcl del_m + 
rcl ion—mass 
seg terminate x>y goto lbl09 
rcl ion_py_mm rcl int 1 1.0 + 
rcl center_detector_mm - abs sto intl 
rcl R_mm goto lbl04 
x<y goto lbl04 Ibl lbl09 
rcl target_mass_amu rcl target_mass_amu 
rcl ion—mass rcl del_m 2.0 * + 
x<y goto lbl05 rcl ion_mass 
x>y goto lbl06 x>y goto Ibl 10 
rcl int_0 1.0 + rcl int2 1.0 + 
sto int—0 sto int2 
goto lbl04 goto lbl04 
Ibl lbl05 Ibl Ibl 10 
rcl target_mass_amu rcl target—mass_amu 
rcl del—m - rcl del_m 3.0 * + 
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rcl ion_mass rcl del_m 2.0 * -
x>y goto Ibl 12 rcl target_mass_amu 
rcl int3 1.0 + rcl del_m 1.0 * -
sto int3 rcl target_mass_amu 
Ibl Ibl 12 rcl target—mass_amu 
rcl int4 1.0 + rcl del_m 1.0* + 
sto int4 rcl target_mass_amu 
Ibl lbl04 rcl del_m 2.0 * + 
rcl ion_number rcl target_mass_amu 
rcl ionjotalnumber rcl del—m 3.0 * + 
x>y exit rcl target一mass_amu 
rcl int_l rcl del_m 4.0 * + 
rcl int_2 mess ; # # # # # # # 
rcl int_3 rcl target_mass_amu 
rcl int 4 rcl del m 4.0 * -
^ — 
mess ；int_4=# int_3=# int_2=# int_l=# rcl target_mass_amu 
rcl int_0 rcl del_m 3.0 * -





mess ；intl=# int2=# int3=# int4=# 










rcl target_velocity_m_s / 1000.0 * 
rcl distance_mm 12.0 + 
rcl target-Velocity一m_s / 1000.0 * 
mess ;ion_exit=#^sec ion_enter=#|isec 
target=# 
rcl start_time_|asec 
rcl target_velocity_m_s * 1000.0 / 
rcl end_time_|xsec 
rcl target一velocity一m_s * 1000.0 / 




Appendix 2 User program for gas collision 
；Definition sto mean_free_path_mm 
defa gas—mass 4.0 ；collision gas mass ；new mfp 
defa ratio 0.9 
defa T_k 293.0 ；temperature rcl ion_vz_mni 
defa mean_free_path_mm 4.0 ；load velocity vector 
defa step_per_mfp 20.0 rcl ion_vy_mm 
defa R 8.314 ；gas constant rcl ion_vx_mm 
defak 1.38e-20 ；boltzman constant >p3d 
defa pi 3.14159 ；pi ；convert to polar coords 
defa d 2.3e-10 ；diameter of gas atom sto v 
defap 4e-l ；presure in the collision cell rcl mean_free_path_mm 
defs collisions 0 ；number of collision rcl v / rcl step_per—mfjp / 
defa KE_pre_ion 0 ；ke of precursor ion stotmax 
defa KE_frag_ion 0 ；ke of fragment ion rcl ion_time_step 
defa frag mass 0 ；mass of fragment x<y exit 
defa dispersion 0 ；ion space dispersion rcl tmax ；else use tmax for time step 
defa ion_totalnumber 51.0 ；total number sto ion—time—step 
of ions exit 
defa parent_ion_mass 5.734e3 ；precursor 
ion mass ；collision simulation 
defa fragment_number 0 seg other_actions 
defa dispersion一sqr 0 rcl ion_px_mm 207.0 x>y exit ；make 
defa ave disp 0 sure collisions occur in collision cell 
defa ave_disp_sqr 0 rcl ion_px_min 267.0 x<y exit 
defa tof_sum 0 ；sum of tof of fragment rcl mean_free_path_mm 
defa ave_tof_fragment 0 ；average rcl ion_vz_mm 
tof of fragment rcl ion_vy_mm 
defa tof_sqr_sum 0;sum of fragment tof rcl ion_vx_mm 
sqr >p3d 
defa tof_parent_sum 0;sum of parent ion tof sto v 
defa parent_num_sum 0 ；sum of rlup sto az 
parention number rlup sto el 
rcl ion一mass rcl v >ke ；ke of 
seg initialize precursor ion 
sto KE_pre_ion 
seg tstep—adjust rcl v rcl ion—time—step * ；test for 
collision 
；calculate mfp rcl mean_free_path_mm / chs e^x 
1 x o y -
rcl k rcl T_k * ；(l-e(-d/fp)) 
rcl d entr * rcl pi * rcl p * 1.414 * / rand 
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x>y goto skip2 rcl defl_angle 
rcl collisions 1 + rcl ion_mass 
sto collisions rcl collisions 
；collision number + 1 rcl ion_number 
0.99999 rand * ；get a random radius r message ；ion=# col=# frg=# def=# 
abs x>0 sqrt kefrg=#ev x=#mm y=#mm 
asin Ibl skip2 
sto impact_angle_rad 
；get impact angle seg terminate 
rcl ion—mass rcl gas_mass - rcl ion_number 
；calculate ion attenuated velocity rcl ion_totalnumber x=y goto skip5 
rcl ion_mass rcl gas_mass + / rcl ion_px_mm 
x=0 0.0000001 1160.0 x>y exit 
rcl V * rcl impact_angle_rad cos * sto vr Ibl skip5 
rcl V rcl impact_angle_rad sin * sto vt rcl ionjpy一mm abs 
rcl vr rcl vr * rcl vt rcl vt * + sqrt sto v rcl dispersion + ；calculate sum of 
；ion attenuated velocity space dispersion 
rcl impact_angle_rad rcl vt rcl vr / atan - sto dispersion ；sum of space 
>deg ；deflection angle dispersion 
abs sto defl_angle rcl ion_py_mm 
90 + rcl ion_px_mm 
360 rand * rcl ion_time_of_flight 
rcl V rcl ion一vx_mm 
>r3d rcl ion_mass 
-90 >elr rcl ion—number 
rcl el >elr message ；ion=# frag=# v=#mm/nsec 
rcl az >azr t=#^sec x=# y=#mm 
sto ion_vx_mm rcl ion_mass 
rlup sto ion_vy_mm rcl parent_ion_mass x!=y goto skip4 
rlup sto ion vz mm rcl parent一num_sum 1 + ；calculate sum 
rand 0.5 x>y goto skip 1 of parent ion 
；determine whether to fragment sto parent_num_sum ；sum of parent 
rcl ion—mass ion 
；calculate fragment mass rcl ion_time_of_flight ;calculate sum of 
rcl ratio * tof_parent ion 
sto ion_mass rcl tof_parent_sum + 
Ibl skip 1 sto tof_parent_sum ；sum of 
rcl ion_mass ；calculate fragment KE tofjparent ion 
L66e-27* Ibl skip4 
rcl V 1000 * e n t r * * 2 / 1.602177e-19/ rcl ion_py_mm 
sto KE_frag—ion enter * 
rcl ion_py_mm rcl dispersion_sqr + 
rcl ion_px_mm sto dispersion_sqr 
rcl KE_frag_ion rcl parent_ion_mass rcl ratio * 
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rcl ion_mass x!=y goto skip3 rcl fragment—number / 
rcl fragment—number 1 + ；calculate sum rcl ave_tof_sqr + sqrt 
of fragment rcl ave_tof_fragment 
sto fragment—number ； sum of fragment message ;average_tof—fragment=#^sec 
rcl ion_time_of_flight stadev=#|xsec 
rcl tof—sum + rcl tof_parent_ave 
sto tof_sum ；sum of tof_fragment message ；average_tof_parent=#|isec 
rcl ion_time_of_flight 
enter * 
rcl tof_sqr_sum + 
sto tof_sqr_sum 
Ibl skip3 
Judge whether the last ion 
rcl ion_number 
rcl ion—totalnumber x>y exit 
rcl tof_sum 
rcl fragment—number / 
sto ave_tof_fragment 
enter * sto ave_tof_sqr 
rcl dispersion 
；calculate stadev of space dispersion 
rcl ion_totalnumber / 
sto ave_disp 
enter * sto ave_disp_sqr 
rcl ave_disp 
rcl dispersion * -2.0 * 
rcl dispersion_sqr + 
rcl ion_totalnumber / 





message ；frg num=# mfip=#mm 
ave_disp=#mm stadev=#mm 
rcl tof_parent_sum 
rcl parent_num_sum / 
sto tof_parent_ave 
rcl ave_tof_fragment 
rcl tof_sum * -2.0 * 
rcl tof—sqr_sum + 
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el= — (^-v) +v; 
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m3 
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0= —^  TT； 
ISO 
eqjatian= f [x j ^vl-Jr'^2- ( : 今 2 ; 
3Qlutim= Sca-ve[Q3s[e] xaos[©] xztzf[x], {x}]; 
y[zJ=SQlirtdm[[2,1,2]]; 
CCf[NIntBgtatB： :ptBcw] 
Q£f [NIhtBgiatB: :ncsto] 
, 10001 a l [ l j = N[ + 
0»[6] V2ea.xl.6xlj0-^+ (nfl.+ (6.02x1(5*)) 
H T W r f ^ V H na. (6.02X10^ ) 冲 
a n [ l j = al[l) xSl[l]; 
, 10001 
a2[lj = N[ + 
acs�e] V2e2xl.6xlCHs+ (ne+ (6.Q2xlO»)) 




a3tlj = N . … —• 
Cbs[e] V2e3xl.6xl0-»+ (m3+ (6.02x10^) 
V ( 一 。 二 ① ' • 
a31[lj=a3[l]*a3[l]; 
, 10001 
t i l [ l j = N _ + 
a»[©] V2 (el + ABl) xl.6xl0-^+ (Ija+ (6.02x10")) 
bai[ij = fca.[i] xbi[i]； 
閣 小 《 [ — — 匪 … _ . 
cts[0】V2 (eC +AaC) xl.6xl0-is+ (ne+ (6.02x10*)) 
ryi«a.^ i<?) / / 2x <eC2+Ae2+O.CXXXX)OOCm-eqatiian) xl.exlCT^U . 
tZLElJ • b2[l] xfciZtl]; 
, 10001 
fc3(lJ = N[ — + 
Cts[©] V2 (e3*Aa3) xl.6xl0-"'+ (in3+ (6.02xl0«)) 
„ ^ I 一 ,f2x(e3>iie3+0.0000(xxm-eqjatim)xl.6xl0-^'l\ . 




d l[ l j = N [ 匪 — + 
Cbs[e] V2 (ea+2x/iid.) xl.6xlD-i'+ {iaL+ (6.02xlCP)) 
2x 广一 1 0 0 0 / f o : s [ e ] , f 2 M e l + 2 x i ^ + 。 . C m m ) 0 0 1 - e q ^ x l . 6 x l O•边 ) ) . 
Jo / I VI ira+(6.02x1026) jj ' J 
d l l[ l j = dL[l] xdL[l]； 
C2[J= N[ 纖 + 
Cte[e] V2 xl.6x 10-^ 4. (n2+ (6.02xl(^) 
2x 1000/ as[e] J - ^ ― dlx, 201 ; 
Jo / I VI n2+ (6.02xlC(2«) jj � 
c21[ l j = c2[l] xd2[l]； 
c3[I7=N[ 匪 …+ 
一 Q»[0] V2 (63+2x^ 53) xl.6x 10"^ + (nB+ (6.02x10^) 
2x / fc^te] /(1 乂 ( 沼 涵 + xl.6xia^|| ； 
Jo / VI, irQ+ (6.02x1026) j j J 
cSLpJ = c3[l] xc3[l]; 
^ 10001 
dlt l ] = N[ __ — + 
一 Cfcs[e] V2 (el + 3 x ^ ) xl.6x (rriU (6.02xl0f»)) 
2x 广遍】 1 0 0 0 / W ] 2x (^.3x^.0.0000000001-ayaticn) . 
Jo / V I niU (6.02x1026) jj J 
dll[l_] = dL[l] xdL[l3 ; 
一 10001 d2[l_] = N[ + 
— Gbs[e] V2 xl.6xlJ0-i»+ (n2+ (6.02xl0« )^ 
2xJ^ 1000/(Gas问 一 . — C ^ ) 卜 叫 
d21[ l j = d2[l] xd2[l]; 
一 1 0 0 0 1 d3[l ] = n[ — + 
— Cbs[e] V2 (e3+ 3xAe3) xl.6x ID•边 + {rtS+ (6.02xl0»)) 
/( ,(2x (e3+3x^+0.0000(XXm-eq3.tiaT) xl.exlO"^ U ^ 
1000/丨严问 _ 6舰 0 ^ ) ))咖'列 
d3a.[lj = d3[l] xd3tl]； 
T 10001 
mi — + 
— Cte[03 V2(el + 4x/sea)xl.6xli0-^+(iril+ (6.Q2xlO«)) 
2xJ^ 10)0/卜间 j ) 血 ' 判 
<|11[1_] »(#[!] 
^ 10001 
<#[!_] = N[ —— + 
一 Ctete] V2 xl.6xlD-^+ (n2+ (6.02xlC^) 
华[1]; 
Cbste] V2(e3+4x^)xl.6xlD-^+{nfl+ (6.02xicn) 
/ / ,f2x(d+4xii^ +0.O0000000Ol-eq_Htki:^ xl.6xlO"^、、 . 
2 x 1000 / Cbste] / 产 m ,似 dbc, 20]; 
Jo / I V I nG+(6.02xia2«) j j 』 
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f l d j = N[—— 匪 + 
0=6[6] V2(el+5xz«el) xl.6xl£)-^+ (iia.+ (6.02xl(J»)) 
xjo / iriL+ (6.C2xlC(») )] ‘ J, 
£U[1J = fL[l] xfl[l]； 
f 2 [ l j - N[ 麵 + 
Cbs[e] V2 xl.6xlOi»+ (n2+ (6.a2xlCf»)) 
2x 1000/ as[e] / ———— dlx,20]; 
Jo / \ VI ne+(6.02xl0») )) J 
f a t i j = eti] xe[i]； 
f3[lj = N[ 匪 + 
_ Cbs[e] V2(e3 + 5xZ!(^ )xl.6xljO-i»+(rca+ (6.02x10^) 
, … / / 7 2x(e3+5x^+0.(XX)0000001-eqatdcn)xl.6xlO-^ )\ , 
2x 1000 / Gcsre] / u dbc, 201 ; 
Jo / ™ W l itB+(6.02xlO») )l J 
f31[lj = £3[1] xf3[l]； 
购 = 腿 — + 
Cb6[S] V2 (ri+6xiJel) xl.6xlD-^+ (mL+ (6.C2xlO )^ 
rytei.&Mi) 一 / \ f ix (el + 6xZiel+O.OXWOOOOOl-eqBttiar)) xl.SxlCr^ ]] ^-i. 
JT 叫―问 A ml. (6.02x10^ ) JJ 取 , 
哄[1_]=填[l]x 填[1]; 
^ 10001 ^ [ I J S N[ + 
一 Gt6[e] V2 (e2+ 6xZie2) xl.6xl0-"'+ (iie+ (6.02x10 )^ 
ryt«2v6a»sei // (e2+6x£e2+0.0000000001-eqjaticn)xl.6xl0"过. 
1000/ —间 (6.02x10^ ) JJ ‘ 
购 = N [ 匪 _ . 
一 Cbs[0] V2 (e3+6xZfi3) xl.6xlO-^+ (nfl+ (6.02x10 )^ 
2xJo 1000/ps问 VI (6.02x10^  ” ‘ 』 ’ 
_r 10001 
hL[l 】》N[ ,1, ；7" + 
— Cbs[e] V2 xl.6x (iriU (6.02x10"®)) 
2xJ^ 100o/(cbs[e3 ^ ( - i na. (6.02x10^ 6) )J 咖'判‘ 
hll[lJ=hltl]xKLll]; 
一 1 0 0 0 1 + 
泣【1一] ‘ Gbste] V2 (e2+7xAe2) xl.6xlO-^+ (nK+ (b.u l^xiu^) 
, f y t ^ - ^ . ^ / L _ px(e2+7x涵+0‘00000000ai-eya_>cl.6xl(r1 
h21[lj =h2[l]xh2[l]; 
, 10001 h3[l ] = N[ _ … — + 
— Gbs[e] V2 (e3+7xAe3) x 1.6x10""+ (nfl. (6.CExlU )^ 
Jo 1 0 0 0 / n a + ( 6 . 0 2 x 1 0 2 6 ) II ' J 
h31[lj=h3[l]xh3[l]; 
, 10001 i l [ l ] = N _ … _ + 
— Ct6[©] V2 (el+8x码 xl.exlO"以 + (inl+ (6.(32x10®)) 
ryttfusc^ // 2x 8 0.0000000001-egs-ticn) xl.SxlO"^ \\ , 
1 咖 / h 问 V t naM6.CBxia^ ) ))机叫'‘ 
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i i i [ i j = i i [ i ]x i i [ i]； 
i2[ l j= —— 匪 + 
Cbs[e] V 2 (e2 + 8 x 减 xl.6xl0-^+ (it2+ (6.02x10^) 
2x 1000/ Cte[e] / A … 机 2D ; 
Jo / I V I nC-i- (6.02x1026) jj J 
i21[lj=i2[l]xi2[l]; 
i3[lj = N[ 讓 + 
Cbs[e] V2{e3+8xAe3)xl.6xl0-^+{it3+ (6.02x10^) 
2 x 「 — i a o / f Q : s [ e ] O.OOOCgXXm-ec^ tda^  xl.Sxl…)) 
Jo / I ^ W l it3+ (6.02x1026) }) J 
i31[ l j = i3[l3 xi3[l3 ； 
购 = N [ _ _ 匪 ‘ + 
Obs[e] V 2 ( ea+9x^ ) x 1.6x10-^+ (niL+ (6.02xl0f^) 
2 x 1 0 0 0 / f a « [ e ] ,f (el+9x仏。 .0000000001-3：^一 
Jo / I V I Iril+ (6.02x1026) )} J 
j n [ i j = j i [ i ]x j i [ i]； 
卯 - ] , ^ ^ , 薩 ^ — + 
Gfcste] V2(e2+9x^s2)xl.6xl0-^+{it2+ (S.QZxlO^^ 
2x 1000/ Cfcs[e] / — — — — — ^ dtx, 20 ; 
Jo / [ V I n2+ (6.02x1026) JJ 」 
j21tlj = j2[l]xj2tl]; 
, ^ 10001 
j3[ l 3 = N[ _ —— + 
一 Cfc6[e] V 2 (e3+9xAe3) xI.exlO"边+ (iiG+ (6.02x10^) 
2x I000/Cbs[e]j 。 … dlx,20 ; 
Jo / V I nQ+ (6.Q2xl02«) )) ^ 
j31[ l j = j3[l]xj3[l]; 
^ 10001 k l [ l j : N[ + 
一 a:s[©] V2 (ea + lOx組)X 1.6x10-^ + (mL+ (6.Q2xK^) 
ryi<iUio<aeii] “ .口x (dUlOxAel+O.OOOOOOOOaL-eqjatkn) xl.6xl0"边、、丄… 
2 x 1 lOOo/一问 v P 一 J ) ^ ' 外 
ki i [ i j=ki [ i ]xki t i]； 
一 “ 10001 
k2[l ] = N[ — - + 
一 Cbs[0] V 2 (e2 + 10x^B2) xl.6xlO-^+ {n2+ {6.Q2xlO»)) 
/ / /2x(必lOx必+O.OOOOOOOOQl-€qBtiaT)x:L6xlO•过飞、t . 
2xJJ 问 v P 歸 C T 1 产 ' ； 
k21[lj = k2tl] xk2tl]； 
k3t l j= N[ 匪 ‘ + 
一 Ots[e] V2 (e3+10x^ X 1.6x10-^ + (nS+ (6.Q2xl(J«^ ) 
ryte3.io<iB^  // 7 2x (e3+10x^e3+0.0c)0000(m-€qjatkn) xl,6xlCr^\\ . 
叫 一 间 V H na. (6.(2x10^ J j ^ ' ^ l 
k3a.[lJ=K3[l]xk3tl]; 
rltlj =al[l] +hL[l] +dL[l] +dl[l] +fL[l] + 填[1] +KL[1] +il[l]+jl[l] +ld[l]; 
i2[l_] =a2[l] +b2[l] +c2[l] +d2[l] + 华[1] +f2[l] + 华[1] +h2[l] +i2[l] + j2[l] +k2[l]; 





n l l [ l j = xnl[l]] / 
n21[lj = Eb5and[n2[l] xr2[l]] / 
n31[lj = E)5atidln3[l] xri3[l]]; 
ol[lJ = B^arl[也[1] +bll[l] +dll[l] +dll[l] +fll[l] +gIL[l] +hll[l] +ill[l] + jll[l] +kU[l]]; 
c2[lj = B^snd[必[1] +b21[l] +c21[l] +c321[l] +<^21[1] +f21[l] + 斜[1] +lr21[l] + i2L[l] + j21[l] +1<21[1]]; 
d3[lj = Eb5je«a[a31[l] +hai[l] +c31[l] +d31[l] +<p.[l] +SL[1] + 典[1] +h31[l] +i3I[l] + j31[l] +k31[l]]; 
/E>5and[-^]-nll[l] 
块 [ I J : 丨 簡 1 ] ； 
•B^ati{學]-幽1] 
论rl」= 明 1 ] - ; 
[擊 ] -糊 
sdutdxxDl = SQL«e[pL ’ [1] == 0] / 
SQljL±i£rtD2= SQL«e[E2 ‘ [1] ：： 0] / 
salutd£rtB= Sdb«e[F3, [1] == 0]； 






mot[{Fa[l], e2[1] , p3[l]}, {1, -50, 500}, ELotfen^—All]； 
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